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CEDAR RAPIDS (KWWL) -

Eastern Iowa Airport planning remodel, expansion to accommodate flights
Posted: Mar 04, 2014 11:29 AM CST
Updated: Mar 04, 2014 4:39 PM CST

Written by Michelle Corless, Multimedia Journalist - bio | email

The Eastern Iowa Airport is seeing an increase in
passengers. Last year more than one million people traveled through the airport.
Officials expect that number to rise and say the building needs upgrades to keep
up with demand.

Judy Bowers flies out of the Eastern Iowa Airport as much as she can but says
having more destinations would make it easier to choose the local airport.

"It would definitely be better if you don't have to transfer planes," said Bowers,
who lives in Coralville. "I would appreciate that a lot because that takes so much
time."

Travelers want to see more non-stop flights. The airport is working on it, even
announcing Tuesday that direct service from Cedar Rapids to Los Angeles will
begin in June, but continuing to offer new service is becoming more difficult.

"We're feeling the constraint of capacity issues because we are doing so well,
and that's why we're going to build a 'B' concourse, a second concourse, over the
next four years," said Tim Bradshaw, the Eastern Iowa Airport director. "We're
doing a lot of remodeling to the terminal. It's about $47 million over the next four
years."

The multi-million dollar remodel will add two new gates. The security checkpoint,
lobby, and ticket counters will all  be upgraded. This summer some exterior work
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will begin including much needed fixes for the parking lot, though no new spaces
will be added at this time.

"We've expanded some already with the rent-a-car and the employee lot," said
Bradshaw. "We're looking at possibly doing a parking ramp down the road."

During busy times at the airport, like spring break, officials say they have remote parking available in a lot nearby and
use shuttles to transport travelers. Any future ramp would come at a steep price. Officials say it costs $18,000 per
parking space so they're looking for funding.

The rest of the renovation is being paid for using airport funds, plus state and federal grants.

Officials hope the upgrades will help draw in new nonstop options for travelers like Bowers.

"Direct flights are ideal," said Bowers.

Renovations in the bathrooms at the airport have already begun. The entire remodel -- including the two new gates --
should wrap up in the summer of 2017.
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Today in Iowa hosts Democratic congressional debate
Updated: Mar 07, 2014 10:10 AM CST

The five Democratic candidates vying for the U.S. Congressional seat sat down Friday, March
7 on KWWL's Today in Iowa.
More >>

Health Plus: Soda in your diet
Updated: Mar 06, 2014 11:12 PM CST
Perhaps you're observing lent...and often that means giving something up to show a sacrifice. Chocolate, fast
food and soda pop are often at the top of those lists... But we may all want to give up pop tonight...it does much
more than give us a caffeine fix...and not in a good way. Have rust on your car? Grab a can of soda and make it
look good as new. Do you need to clean the toilet? Pour the can into the bowl for a shine that just about
sparkles."When you're drinking a soda…get back to natu...
More >>

Eastern Iowa couple celebrates 77 years of marriage
Updated: Mar 06, 2014 10:58 PM CST

An eastern Iowa couple celebrated 77 years of blissful marriage Thursday.
More >>

Would a new casino affect you?
Updated: Mar 06, 2014 10:43 PM CST

Though you may not think so, the fate of the proposed Cedar Crossing casino could affect your
daily life, even if you don't gamble.
More >>
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Updated: Mar 06, 2014 9:51 PM CST
Police in Iowa City arrested and charged a local cab driver in connection with a January 15

sexual assault. 
More >>

Drunk driving-related bill very personal for Dubuque family
Updated: Mar 06, 2014 8:00 PM CST

The Iowa Senate will debate a proposed bill Monday, which would expand the group of
convicted drunk drivers required to use an ignition interlock on their car.
More >>

UPDATE WITH RESPONSE: Consumers concerned with pipe thaw prices, quality
Updated: Mar 06, 2014 6:44 PM CST

Winter's chill has hundreds of people in the Cedar Valley waiting for someone to thaw their
frozen water pipes, but some feel companies are taking advantage of them.
More >>

UPDATE: I-29 Crash Victim Identified
The crash happened late Thursday morning near mile marker 130 along the southbound lanes.

More >>

Frozen pipes? One plumber has temporary solution
Updated: Mar 06, 2014 6:05 PM CST

Experts say they may have a temporary fix for people dealing with frozen pipes, but you'll need
help from your neighbor.
More >>

Proponents say Cedar Rapids casino would bring in money
Updated: Mar 06, 2014 5:51 PM CST

Cedar Rapids casino backers believe building the casino here would serve an under-served
market and help rebuild a flood-damaged neighborhood.
More >>
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